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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

The course introduces the knowledge and methods necessary for visual art education in bilingual preschool settings. 

 

COURSE CONTENT  

During the semester students will develop the methodology competencies necessary for conducting visual education 

sessions in English at pre-school level while acquiring the necessary language base through reading relevant literature 

and working on topics, such as the English terminology for talking about visual arts (history, genre, interpretation), the 

role of visual arts in forming personality, the role of aesthetic experience and values in the process of socialization at 

pre-school age. Visual arts materials, techniques, tools and their equivalents in English  will also be learned. The 

emphasis , besides improving the language skills of the future bilingual kindergarten teacher, in the course are on: 1. 

understanding the creative process children go through in making art;2. understanding the stages of development in 

children’s art and their relevance for drawing in particular;3.the provision of a broad, six-strand curriculum (drawing, 

paint and colour, print, clay, construction,fabric and fibre)  which incorporates art, craft and design activities, providing 

opportunities to make art with opportunities to look at and make a personal response to art ( talking about art) 4. 

learning to assist and support language acquisition through bilingual art education. 

 

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 

Level B2. Closed number, prior to admission departmental contact is required! 
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